2008 mazda 3 2.3

The Mazda3 is a true world car. The Mazda 3, or Mazda3, was developed on three continents, by
various international subsidiaries of the Ford Motor Company, which owns Ford itself
contributed the suspension design and sophisticated electronics. And Mazda engineered the
four-cylinder engines and then tuned the complete car at its test track in Japan. The result is a
car that could change the way people think about compact cars. This is a premium automobile,
exciting to drive, styled adventurously, and fully equipped with luxury features. The seats are
supportive and comfortable, good for long drives. Sedan and hatchback versions look quite
different. The sedan has the traditional appearance of a four-door, five-passenger car. The
five-door hatchback is like the high-fashion station wagons from European manufacturers,
offering the practicality of the five-door configuration with an emphasis on a premium driving
experience. The Mazda3 is a good choice for drivers who have friends or lots of stuff: The sedan
and hatchback excel at back-seat roominess when compared with the Honda Civic and other
competition, and the hatchback excels at cargo space. Launched as a model, the Mazda3 was
extensively updated and upgraded for , with a revised appearance inside and out.
Reinforcements to the body shell improved overall chassis rigidity. Suspension damping was
re-tuned to quicken steering response and reduce understeer. Anti-lock brakes with electronic
brake force distribution and brake assist were made standard for all s-models and optional for
the i-model. Traction control and stability control became available. And an auxiliary audio input
with volt power outlet made the Mazda3 iPod-friendly. For , Mazda has added side-impact air
bags and side air curtains to the premium s-models. All Mazdas come with a roadside
assistance program, which operates 24 hours a day, days a year, throughout the United States
and Canada. The Mazda3 comes in a broad array of body styles, engines, and trim levels. The
Mazda3i is powered by a horsepower, 2. The Mazda3i is available only as a four-door sedan,
whereas the Mazda3s comes as a sedan and five-door hatchback. All hatchback models come
with a rear wiper, rigid rear cargo area cover, and cargo management system. Sedan and
hatchback are priced and equipped the same. Otherwise it is equipped similarly to the Touring
models. Safety features that come on all Mazda3 models include front airbags, an
energy-absorbing brake pedal, and a tire-pressure monitor. Anti-lock brakes with electronic
brake-force distribution and brake assist are standard on 3s, as are side airbags and
head-protection curtain airbags. Electronic stability control and traction control are standard on
3s Touring and Grand Touring. The Mazda3 has far more visual presence than you'd expect
from a car with a Japanese nameplate. The designers worked hard to give this car the kind of
character that will set it apart from other compact cars, and the result is a surprisingly bold
look. A broad palette of color choices further distinguishes the Mazda3 from other compacts.
The sedan looks a little clumsy in its stripped-down i-model iteration, but bigger tires give it a
more substantial stance. Meanwhile, the five-door is unique, more like a stretched-out coupe
than a five-door hatchback, and it's especially appealing in a radical color choice. The facelift
for defined the style even more clearly, with a body-color grille surround and new front bumper
with square fog lights for both the 3s models plus brighter and more substantial-looking and
inch cast-aluminum wheels. The Mazaspeed3 looks especially tough with its oversized air intake
in the front bumper and the mildly flared fenders. The whole front fascia is unique, and the rear
taillights and chrome exhaust tips set it apart as well. Big inch cast-aluminum wheels clearly
identify this as a high-performance car. When it comes to compact cars, the game is all about
space efficiency. Just how much space can be devoted to the passengers? And is the space
useful for all the other tasks that are demanded of a small car? The Mazda3 sedan offers The
Mazda and the Honda are close in front-seat room, with Mazda providing a bit less leg room but
a bit more width. In the rear seat, however, the Mazda is significantly larger, most notably in leg
room and shoulder room. The Civic and Mazda3 are also close in trunk volume, with the Mazda
rated at The back of the rear seat doesn't quite fold flat, but it's close. Thanks to this design, the
Mazda3 five-door will accommodate The Mazda3 seats themselves are supportive without being
confining, and the use of high-quality foam in the bolsters makes them very comfortable during
long drives. Grand Touring editions feature seat warmer for their standard leather seats. When
it's well-equipped with trim and features, the interior of the Mazda3 looks good, although black
interiors seem very dark. For 3s, a brushed aluminum surface lends some drama to the
dashboard, as do red-orange electro-luminescent numerals with blue-tinted dials. Mazda 3i
sedans feature wood trim for the dash and white-faced instruments. The Mazda3 affords plenty
of practical storage space, notably a cavernous glovebox. Two cupholders are integrated into
the center console, while a small but deep box separates the seats. Rear-seat armrests have
integrated cupholders. The optional navigation display screen flips up from the top of the dash,
and it offers a bright view, while the software logic for entering destinations and the like is
straightforward. The navigation system's controls are located in the center console, however,
and they're small and fussy enough especially the joystick control to be a chore to operate. But

the Mazda3 is one of the very few cars in this price class to offer a navigation system. The
Mazdaspeed3's interior has the same overall look as its siblings, but red stitching in the
steering wheel, shift knob and seats adds some motorsports style. The thick rim,
leather-wrapped rim of the steering wheel feels substantial, while aluminum covers for the
pedals enhance the presentation. The best thing about the Mazdaspeed3's interior is the
high-bolstered sports seats, which cradle and support rather than confine. The strategic use of
leather and cloth inserts in the Grand Touring version keeps you from inadvertently sliding
around when you're driving at a quick pace. These are the kind of seats that will help you rack
up a thousand miles of driving in a day. The Mazda3i has a 2. The variable valve timing and
variable intake length improve torque low in the rpm range. Still, this engine's mission seems to
be a low purchase price and good fuel economy rather than performance. This is using the new
EPA test procedures enacted for that are designed to more accurately reflect the way most
people drive. The 2. The engine itself is great, but the Mazda3 is a little heavy, so you need all
the power you can get. If you're looking for a combination to crawl in commuter traffic, the
wide-ratio four-speed automatic is an acceptable choice. The transmission's semi-manual
shifting feature gives the driver some flexibility and can be entertaining. Its tractable mid-range
punch helps provide good throttle response without the need to shift gears frequently. This
character sets the Mazda 2. Counter-rotating balancers, exclusive to the larger engine,
substantially reduce vibration, making this a particularly smooth-running powerplant. At the
same time, this engine really does its best work above the torque peak of pound-feet at rpm as it
pulls to its peak of horsepower at rpm; so it, too, needs a little help from the driver's shifting
skills to stay in the fat part of the power band. At the same time, the 2. Both the 2. Both the
sedan and the five-door are set up to take advantage of the strong personality afforded by these
Mazda MZR engines. The steering with its electro-hydraulic power assist responds crisply and
accurately to your command, and the tires afford plenty of grip in the corners. The brakes are
up to the task as well. ABS with electronic brake-force distribution and brake assist are
standard on 3s and optional for 3i; while Dynamic Stability Control with traction control is
standard on 3s Touring and Grand Touring. As a fun-to-drive package, the Mazda3 has better
credentials than its competition. The Mazdaspeed3 is an entirely different product due to its
turbocharged engine with direct fuel-injection that delivers hp at rpm. The Mazdaspeed3 has all
the hardware to keep up with so much power, notably a six-speed manual transmission that rips
off quick, clean shifts in a way that no other front-wheel drive car can match. Yet the Mazda is
really in its element in the corners, where there are no surprises in the way it handles. The
chassis stays balanced and predictable right to the limit of tire adhesion, where the limited-slip
differential still delivers optimal power to both front wheels. The Mazdaspeed3 carves through
the corners in a way that's distinct from its all-wheel-drive competitors. The Mazda3 is a driver's
car that's practical. The Mazda3 is useful, space-efficient, economical and pleasant across a
broad range of driving situations. It also has the style, comfort, features, and personality to
transform any driving experience into a sporting proposition. It's slightly less refined than its
competition from Honda and Toyota, but you seem to get more car for your money, and that
means personality as well as features. Compared to the competition, the Mazda3 is a driver's
car, meant for people who enjoy their time in an automobile. You must be logged in to post a
comment Login. Reviews Previews Advice Awards. Turning circle: Cargo volume: Curb weigth:
lbs. Unless otherwise indicated, specifications refer to test vehicle. Prices do not include
manufacturer's destination and delivery charges. Manufacturer Info Sources: - Related Vehicles.
Follow NewCarTestDrive. Make Model Year. Price and Payment. Vehicle History. Engine and
Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing Details. View our entire inventory at Call us today! COM We look
forward to hearing from you! Advertised prices reflects Dealer Discounts. Please confirm with
dealer as to prior acquisition. All prices, specifications and availability subject to change
without notice. Visit dealer for most current information. Due to the high demand for our
individually selected vehicle inventory, there may be times that an individual vehicle is no
longer available at the time you arrive at the Dealership. This is due to a time delay between
posting the vehicle, its actual sale and delivery and removal from the web site. Posting, sale and
delivery of all pre-owned vehicles is an evolving process. Sometimes displayed vehicles may
still not be available for a variety of reasons, such as subject to prior sales, removal and
transport elsewhere, awaiting title and ownership confirmation. To better insure the specific
vehicle's availability, you should contact the Dealership to confirm its present availability. Call
or visit with us to see what you qualify for. Auto Provider also has many financing options to
choose from with interest rates as low as 2. Ask us about your auto financing needs and we will
provide you with your solutions. Price is a cash price or with approved credit. Price is subject to
change without notice. Auto Provider Inc. COM New shocks, Axle. So buy with confidence. Want
to see this car? Visit the URL above and schedule a test drive brought to your driveway. All cars

are disinfected. List prices do not include taxes, registration, Shift Service fee, or optional
Vehicle Protection Plan. Please refer to Shift's website to view the total price and estimate your
monthly payment. Make the short drive from Nashville, Murfreesboro, or Columbia to visit our
Franklin, TN dealership for a test drive today! Don't Miss This One! Finance with us and take
advantage of this discounted price, Add tax, tags an prep and delivery. Very Nice. If you're
shopping for a small, inexpensive sedan or hatchback, this car should be at the top of your list.
Horsepower calculations based on trim engine configuration. Fuel economy calculations based
on original manufacturer data for trim engine configuration. Please confirm the accuracy of the
included equipment by calling us prior to purchase. Here it is, waiting for you! You are going to
love the way it drives! Hablamos Espanol. Falamos Portuguese. Powered by a peppy 2. Our
Front Wheel Drive Sedan has refined road manners that will come as a surprise to most
economy car shoppers as it earns near 31mpg on the highway. Love the way this Mazda3 looks
in your parking spot with stunning alloy wheels, curvaceous styling, and a sporty stance. The I
Touring cabin shows impressive attention to detail! Slide into the supportive seating and relish
in the creature comforts that surround you. Neighbors will eye your Mazda with envy, especially
when all the kids want a ride in it! Our Mazda offers an abundance of safety features to keep you
and your loved ones safe. Rest easier knowing you have ABS with electronic brakeforce
distribution and brake assist, child seat anchors, tire pressure monitoring, and plenty of airbags
on your side. Altogether, we think this Mazda3 I Touring should be the first vehicle you test
drive when shopping for your next family vehicle. Print this page and call us Now One look at
our gorgeous Mazda3 s Sport Hatchback in Black Mica makes people stare and wish they were
you! Powered by a proven 2. This spirited Front Wheel Drive combination helps you earn up to
29mpg on the open road. With its angular body lines, polished wheels, and sporty stance, you
don't want to miss your chance to own this sleek Mazda. The s Sport cabin in the Mazda3 shows
impressive attention to detail! Slide into the supportive seats and take in the view. You'll love
the top-shelf amenities that are inside this Mazda3 including power windows, keyless entry, air
conditioning, and steering wheel mounted audio controls connected to the stellar sound system
complete with an in-dash CD changer. Mazda practically ensures your safety with ABS, anti-roll
bars, tire pressure monitoring, and an abundance of airbags. This Mazda3 s Sport should be the
first vehicle you test drive. At Berglund Salem we are dedicated to exceeding our customers
expectations and guaranteeing satisfaction. Speaking of expectations, this Mazda Mazda3 is
sure to go above and beyond! Look at all the options that come standard on this one! Power
Door Locks. It's also ready to hook up to Satellite Radio! Just call and start your subscription
for hundreds of stations! To help this vehicle look better It has a nice set of Alloys on it! Getting
comfortable behind the wheel of this one is easy. It has a Tilt Steering Wheel. Got a long road
trip planned Cruise Control can help keep your speed under control! Also included on this
vehicle is a Rear Defroster!! Make changing the Radio Stations and Volume a piece of cake Also
includes a Drivers Airbag! Comfortable Front Bucket Seats always make the drive go by
quicker. The Cloth Interior on this car looks good When having to slow down in inclimate
weather don't worry you have ABS to stop you safely. This vehicle also has Privacy Glass. It is
equipped with a Automatic transmission. It is covered by a limited warranty. Free Carfax!
Warranty Available! Must see and drive to appreciate! Call or Just Come on Down! San Diego,
CA We Buy, Sell and Trade! Open Monday thru Friday 10 a. Looking for a luxury vehicle without
the luxury price!!! Please print this add and call to schedule an appointment. All our vehicles are
Carchex certified with 90 days warranty and 1 year roadside assistance. Financing available at a
low rate credit approval required. Good credit, bad credit, no credit or even no pay stubs no
problem. We have a knowledgeable and committed sales staff with many years of experience
that takes pride in satisfying our customer's needs. Please visit us and take your dream vehicle
for a test drive and let our friendly team walk you thru the whole transaction step by step
whether it is cash or finance, always remember we here to help you to get the best deal out
there. Ad expires at PM everyday. Price updates everyday at PM at our website, however, call us
and check for the availability of this vehicle and price update. For more detailed information and
terms and conditions of sale please visit us at carsbuyer. The price showing above does not
include dealer preparation fee, tax if applicable , Doc, and tags. However, we have many other
options, savings and special discounts to offer you. And we are always looking to
accommodate our customers. This Mazda Mazda3 comes equipped with, auto headlights, Local
trade in. All Pre-Owned or certified vehicles are used. All financing is subject to credit approval.
Prices exclude tax, title, and license. Please consider verifying any information in question with
a dealership sales representative. Washington residents only. Call Dealer to determine form of
Buyers Guide on the vehicle. Actual rating will vary with driving conditions, habits, and vehicle
condition. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to
show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show

local listings. Year s. Price and Payment Loan Price. Type Hatchback Sedan 1, Trim 2. Engine
and Drivetrain Transmission Automatic 2, Manual Engine Type Gas Cylinders 4 cylinders Fuel
Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Listings with recent price drops. Recently added listings.
Frame damage. Title issue. Know The Deal. No accidents. Price Drop. Close Bentley Motors Inc.
Showing 1 - 18 out of 2, listings. Home Mazda Mazda 3 Used Mazda 3. Overall Consumer Rating.
Getting a good, fun car can be simple! Well I must say the car held up well, through a wreck in
the rear that was not my fault a 11, pound f hit me and it was still drivable, got that fixed. Read
more. Read less. Sign Up. The Mazda 3 has been a solid success for the Japanese company
since it went on sale in the U. Three flavors are available: i, s, and Mazdaspeed 3, the latter
available only as a hatchback. The i uses a hp, 2. The rip-snorting Mazdaspeed 3 packs a
turbocharged 2. The Mazda 3 and the Mazdaspeed 3 are firm favorites with Car and Driver
editors. The Mazda 3 finished second in our roundup of subcompact family cars. The 3s are
nicely made, look terrific, have excellent handling and steering, and are fun to drive. The
Mazdaspeed 3 is a rocket ship and among the best performance bargains on sale in the United
States. Click here to read our full review of the Mazda 3. Click here to read our full review of the
Mazdaspeed 3. Click here to read our latest comparison test involving the Mazdaspeed 3. Mazda
left well enough alone for the model year. The only change to the lineup was the standardization
of side and curtain airbags on the s Sport model. The base four-door models are equipped with
the 2. The five-door hatchback is available only in s trim, with the 2. Fog lights, a
leather-wrapped steering wheel, and side and curtain airbags are among the upgrades over the i
Touring. Stability control is standard, along with racy aluminum pedals, inch wheels, a
limited-slip differential, and the hp turbo engine hooked to a six-speed manual. The Grand
Touring version adds rain-sensing wipers, high-intensity-discharge headlamps, and an uplevel
Bose stereo. The s Sport and s Touring models can be outfitted with the sunroof package, the
CD changer, and Sirius radio. All Mazda 3 models have front airbags, but only the s and the
Mazdaspeed models have standard front-side and curtain airbags. These are optional on the i
Sport and i Touring models, bundled with the anti-lock brakes that are standard on the s and
Mazdaspeed models, albeit for a fairly reasonable price. A stability system is standard on the s
Touring and s Grand Touring and on all Mazdaspeed 3s. New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type
keyword s to search. Today's Top Stories. Specs Detailed. View Photos. This content is created
and maintained by a third party, and imported onto this page to help users provide their email
addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content at piano.
Advertisement - Continue Reading Below. More From Reviews. A majority of all used US
imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and
shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting
data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers
reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than
30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase
decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car
dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with
confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help
of its partners and sources, including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service
and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly
available information, CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable
sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet,
paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
gmc topkick
how to return items on ebay
2003 chevy wiring diagram
d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

